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CHARACTERS

TOM, a mayoral staffer, late 20s.
ELLEN, a journalist, late 20s.
KATE BULWER, a doctor, early 40s.
JAMES KNOCK, former miner now reluctant mayor, early 40s.
COUNT ORLOK, the money, 600 give or take.

SHIP’S CAPTAIN, voice only
RESPONDER, voice only

SETTING

Bluewater, a small former-mining town, Western Tasmania.

NOTES

Words in (brackets) are unspoken.

We can see characters who aren’t in a scene existing in their own 
space while another scene plays out. A sense of the town, the 
community, coexisting.

Beats are shorter, but more charged, than pauses.
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PROLOGUE

Bluewater. A desolate place.
Night. KATE, alone. She’s clutching a book.

KATE: You don’t know the truth.
You’ve heard the rumours, the whispers of what happened here. 

The name conjures images in your mind now. One of those cursed 
places.

But I was there.
My hometown: Bluewater, Tasmania.
We were unremarkable once.
Population ageing, hills barren, water running ruin. Just a mining 

town with no mine.
Then one day, a stranger came to town. You’ve heard the story. 

You know it’s only tragedy that puts you on the map.
I’ll try to tell you what happened. What I saw. The question is if 

you can believe. Believe in things you know to be untrue.
Nosferatu.
That word. That sound. That bewitching agony. It’s a winged 

thing, a deathbird, a siren. If you listen, you can hear it, calling your 
name in the night.

To resist is almost unbearable.
But please, if you let it in, the pictures of your life will fade to 

shadows, nightmares will crawl from your heart and evil will feed 
on your blood.

If you let it in, you will see things, you will do things you never 
thought possible.

Perhaps now, we see she is also holding a bloodied knife.
If you believe nothing else, believe that.

Beware the call: nosferatu.
Please. Save yourselves.
It’s too late for me.
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ACT ONE

SCENE ONE

Day. KNOCK, TOM and ELLEN in KNOCK’s office. KNOCK is engrossed 
in a printed report.

TOM: We need more time.
ELLEN: I brought it to you as soon as I could.
KNOCK: It’s the / wording.
TOM: We’d like to speak to the scientists.
ELLEN: I’m not even supposed to have it, they can’t know I brought it 

to you.
KNOCK: ‘Plant life in Bluewater is practically non-existent.’
TOM: How long till this goes public?
ELLEN: They’ll submit to the board end of the month.
TOM: So we have a few weeks.
KNOCK: And this. This venus flytrap thing:
ELLEN: I’m going to print tomorrow.
TOM: Saying what?
ELLEN: That this is the final nail in the coffin.
TOM: You can’t do that.
KNOCK: ‘The dearth of nutrients in the soil has forced an unprecedented 

evolution to carnivorism.’
TOM: You can’t announce the mine won’t reopen before we have a 

plan.
ELLEN: So would you like to comment?
TOM: We’re not making a statement yet.
ELLEN: People will want to hear from the mayor’s office.
KNOCK: ‘Carnivorism’!
TOM: We’re still trying to secure new investment.
ELLEN: This is about the mass poisoning of land. The town deserves 

to know.
KNOCK: It’s meant to be an environmental impact study. Not Night of 

the Living Dead.
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3ACT ONE

TOM: I’m not saying don’t publish anything. Just, not everything. Not yet.
ELLEN: So keep lying?
KNOCK: Since when has evolution been a bad thing?
ELLEN: What?
KNOCK: The flytrap. ‘Unprecedented evolution.’
TOM: Right, exactly. That’s a story. You could publish that.
ELLEN: ‘Toxic earth births mutant’?
TOM: If this plant can survive then so can others. It’s a sign of hope.
KNOCK: ‘Bluewater turns green’.
ELLEN: That’s not what the report is saying.
TOM: Come on. A carnivore? A meat-eating plant? That’s got you 

written all over it.
ELLEN: ‘Bluewater produces ravenous monster.’
TOM: Spin it however you like. Just give us a few more weeks to find 

new investment.
ELLEN: Tom, it’s been two years.
TOM: Two years since the last collapse. We’ve only had control of the 

land for a month.
ELLEN: Convenient the board finally handed that over right before this 

report came out.
TOM: They want us to have options.
ELLEN: They’re based in Berlin and Guangzhou. You think they care 

about some tiny mine in Nowhere, Tasmania?
KNOCK: This is why we need local investment. Someone who can see 

there are lives here worth investing in. That people can mean more 
than profit.

ELLEN: So someone who doesn’t understand about capitalism?
TOM: There’s interest. We had a letter this morning.
KNOCK: We did?

TOM starts trying to find the letter. Trying to remember what it 
said.

TOM: Yes, someone from … / Sydney, or … 
ELLEN: So promising you forgot about it.
TOM: No it’s … He said … Here.

TOM hands the letter to ELLEN.
ELLEN: Christ, it’s written in some sort of satanic code.
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4 NOSFERATU

TOM: That’s called handwriting.
ELLEN: How can you even read this?
TOM: It’s a lead.
KNOCK: Let me see.

ELLEN hands the letter to KNOCK.
ELLEN: Look, I’d prefer to get a quote, but I can go to print without 

you.
TOM: People’s lives are more important than your front page, Ellen.

KNOCK is entranced by the letter.
ELLEN: Their lives are gone / already.
TOM: Exactly. We’ve already lost everything. Not just our jobs. Our 

homes, our futures. You’ve seen what we’ve gone through the last 
two years. Knock. My dad. My brother.

ELLEN: / That’s not fair.
TOM: And now we are literally haemorraging people. If we don’t do 

something soon
ELLEN: The town will die, I know.
TOM: All we have left is hope. Do you want to be the one to take that 

away?
KNOCK faints.

SCENE TWO

Later that day. KNOCK in Kate’s GP clinic.

KATE: I’ll need to take some blood.
KNOCK: I was afraid you’d say that.
KATE: Painless, I promise.
KNOCK: I wasn’t going to bother you. Tom / sort of insisted.
KATE: No it’s good you / came in … 
KNOCK: And I haven’t seen you yet, since you’ve / been back so … 
KATE: I’ve been meaning to say hi, I’ve just / been busy with
KNOCK: You remember Tom? He would have only been / about ten or … 
KATE: He’s my neighbour / now.
KNOCK: You’re at your mum’s house, of course. How is she?
KATE: They moved her to palliative care. So. I go to see her, every day.
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5ACT ONE

KNOCK: It’s good you’re here.
KATE: Sleeping in my teenage bedroom.
KNOCK: Right.
KATE: Memories.
KNOCK: Yeah.

Beat. KATE holds up the needle. KNOCK offers his arm and looks 
away. She takes his blood.

You must find it slow here, compared (with Melbourne)
KATE: Peaceful.
KNOCK: We’re pleased to have you. Since Dr Morgan left people have 

been having to drive over an hour.
KATE: They’re a bit suspicious of my surname.
KNOCK: Not at all.
KATE: ‘You’re not Lillian’s Bulwer’s daughter are you?’
KNOCK: That’s them being friendly.
KATE: She’s still town pariah.
KNOCK: It’s not all miners versus greenies anymore. If we could turn 

the mine into one big solar panel, we would.
KATE: You just trying to make me feel better?
KNOCK: I would never.

Beat. KATE marks up the blood sample.
How does it look?

KATE: It’s red, which is a good start.
KNOCK: You really are a doctor.
KATE: If you’re really a mayor.
KNOCK: Someone had to step up.
KATE: I wanted to talk to you actually.
KNOCK: You did?
KATE: About money.
KNOCK: / Oh.
KATE: The last guy scrapped bulk billing and people can barely afford 

appointments. So if there’s any / sort of funding or
KNOCK: Now isn’t really a great time / to be looking for
KATE: No of course I / just thought
KNOCK: Everyone really needs money / at the moment so
KATE: I just thought there’s no harm / in asking.
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